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PRESS RELEASE ISSUED BY THE OFFICE OF THE SPEAKER 

 

Speaker of the House of Representatives receives the members of the Malta-MUN 

 

The Speaker of the House of Representatives, Anġlu Farrugia, has this morning received a courtesy 

visit by the President of the Malta-Model United Nations Society, Mr Warren Ciantar.  

 

During  the said visit, Mr Speaker was presented with the  resolutions emanating from the 1st 

edition of the international Malta-MUN Conference, which conference and workshops had been 

held at the Parliament of Malta  between the 18th and 20th of September 2015.  

 

The Speaker of the House of Representatives, thanked Mr Ciantar and those supporting the 

MaltaMUN Society, especially since this society endeavours to promote and stimulate the 

continuation of quality educational programs that bring together the next generation of international 

leaders. 

 

Speaker Farrugia recalled parts from his address on September 2015 to the Malta Chamber of 

Commerce, where he stated that the UN, as a global organisation which transcends national 

boundaries, is based on four main pillars, thus being the establishment of peace throughout the 

world; the develop of friendly relations among nations, assistance to deprived populations and the 

promotion to respect each other’s rights and freedom. Therefore, acting as a facilitating pivot and 

helping nations achieve these goals. 

 

The Speaker Anġlu Farrugia stated that the promise has been kept and he is committed to forward 

the resolutions to the Maltese MPs. This will be done not only for information purposes, but also for 

the Honourable Members to have access to the feedback received from young people on some of 

the most pressing issues they are often called upon to deliberate and take legislative decisions as 

Maltese legislators and policy setters. 

 


